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BIL Presto 
Direct access to our trading room

banque privée



BIL Presto

BIL Presto offers you many advantages:

  Access to stock market prices (or listings) in real time 
enabling you to act quickly and benefit fully from your 
investment decisions.  
From the heart of our trading rooms, your financial 
expert can provide you with the accurate and specific 
factual information you need for each of the securities 
monitored by our investment management department 
or based on other financial resources.

  Use of a team of financial specialists that manage  
order execution for BIL Presto customers.  
Based in our trading room, your expert is available  
to execute your orders and the relevant transactions 
quickly and efficiently.  
Our team of experts have the necessary technical skills 
to process your orders more quickly and the professional 
experience required to understand your decisions.

  Service available Monday to Friday, 8.45 a.m. to 6 p.m.  
Your market expert answers your calls directly and 
ensures availability of the service during the trading 
hours of the main European stock exchanges.

  Secure execution of your transactions in the best 
conditions, in accordance with our order execution policy.

  manage your own portfolio because you have a degree of experience  
and knowledge of financial products and markets;

  access a wide range of financial products, particularly on primary  
and secondary bond markets;

  have direct contact with our financial market experts;

  trade under the best conditions;

  benefit from preferential fees for your transactions.

Direct access to financial markets, 
because you feel it is important to:

Because good timing is critical to your investments.

BIL Presto



  You can place orders on a wide range of investment 
products and most financial markets.  
Whether your order is straightforward or concerns  
more sophisticated products, the BIL Presto contract 
allows you to invest in most financial instruments, 
regardless of whether they are traded on regulated  
or over-the-counter markets.

  Preferential fees for your market transactions.  
These are set in advance for each investment product: 
equities, bonds, ETFs, currencies, derivatives, investment 
funds, etc.  
You therefore have a clear and transparent view  
of the fees resulting from each of your transactions  
and your portfolio.

  How?  
All it takes is a telephone call to give you access  
to our services.  
You are therefore in direct contact with our multilingual 
team based in our trading room. Information relating  
to contact persons shall be provided upon signature  
of the contract.

It only takes a quick call to access a vast range of products  
and markets.

Your Relationship Manager is your dedicated point of contact to respond to any questions you may have regarding your financial 
situation, to introduce you to any available investment opportunities and to manage your account on a daily basis. They are there 
to strengthen the solid relationship that we have built together. Do not hesitate to get in touch with them as they will be happy 
to provide you with further details on our range of services and guide you on how best to proceed. Our full pricing policy and the 
relevant terms and conditions are also available on request.



Banque Internationale à Luxembourg SA
69, route d’Esch
L-2953 Luxembourg
RCS Luxembourg B-6307
T (+352) 4590-6699
private-banking.lu@bil.com

www.bil.com

The information in this document is provided for guidance only and may in no way 
be interpreted as legal, accounting, financial or tax advice, or a recommendation, a 
guarantee of results, or (a solicitation to make) an offer to buy or sell any product or 
financial instrument. In any case, these statements are valid only on the date on which 
they were written and BIL does not undertake to update or revise them on the basis 
of new information, future events or other developments. Their publication may not be 
exhaustive, accurate or even recent. This information is no substitute for the knowledge 
and capabilities of the user but should be used in conjunction with the advice of a 
qualified professional. This information may come from external service providers. Except 
in the case of fraud or gross misconduct, the Bank may not be held liable for the use of 
this information or the direct or indirect consequences of using said information. The 
products and services described in this document may not be available in all countries.
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